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Happy summer!
Wishing you the best in this era of COVID, an era with many rules, fears, loss of control, and
challenges for all of us. During this time there have also been non-COVID illnesses, deaths, and
life tragedies complicated by the pandemic.
With so many challenges, we hardly wish to bring up more. But we do have a few cautions.
Many of our life skills, including caregiving skills, depend on “rehearsal” and repetition. Skills
such as helping your spouse into an automobile or driving to a medical appointment are
dependent on repetition.
Most of us have been driving for decades, but it is a perishable skill. If you have ventured out
in the past months, perhaps you noticed some drivers who seem to have lost their “defensive
driving” skills and are less attentive to others on the road.
As you may increase your driving in the near future, be mindful that your physical reflexes have
not been tested as much, due to driving less often, and reduced engagement in other activities
which help support our driving skills.
You may find things on the road which have changed. While we have been at home, road
construction has continued. You may encounter a new roundabout or construction site, when
taking your care receiver to the next medical appointment.
Also those great planning skills that help you get to medical appointments on time, may need
some brushing up. We may have to add back the ‘get out the door’ time for our next in-office
medical appointment. We might be out of practice after Facetime medical appointments or
attending church services on the web.
Perhaps the saddest adjustment is when and how to resume shaking hands, giving hugs or
greeting an old friend closer than 6 feet. It may be an awkward reentry to warm greetings –
though we suspect many of you will not need much practice before it feels comfortable again.
______________________________________________________

“Keep your face always toward the sunshine-and shadows will fall behind you”
Walt Whitman
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Your memory is often an indicator of the health of information retrieval
and information rehearsal. Being home and not rehearsing the names of
acquaintances at church or your favorite barista can be effected. Below
are some reminders of maintaining and improving your memory.
Exercise every day. If possible, walk and talk with a partner. Mental,
physical and social stimulation is very important. If a partner is not
available, exercise alone. Physical activity is very helpful in boosting
your brain power.
Vary your daily routine. Try to do activities that are different from the
typical. Go to lunch with someone you haven’t seen for several years.
Take a different way home from the store, go to the ‘old
neighborhood,’ change your routine in some significant way, e.g. take
out the garbage before you eat breakfast, take a bath in the evening
rather than in the morning, etc.
Work to reduce stress. Read, walk, and avoid stressful people or topics.
Their problems are not your problems. Express your affection, and
wish them well. Don’t encourage them to burden you with their
problems.
Stimulate your brain. Watch TV that helps you learn new
information. For example, watch channels such as Discovery, C-Span,
Science, PBS, or Spanish speaking stations. Listen to music that is
different from what you commonly enjoy. Pick a topic and surf the net.
Develop your creativity. Write a memoirs, diary, paint, and sort through
your photos and make albums for family members. Take a class in
gardening, painting, computers, language, etc.
Eat a balanced diet. Eat the rainbow of fruits and vegetables.
Keep a good calendar and daily notes. Write things down! Have a
calendar that is large enough to write several notes on each date.
Keep a notebook of daily ideas, things to remember, things to do,
people to call, etc. Rehearse the things you want to remember. If you
don’t, you’ll forget it!
The suggestions above are excerpts from an essay by University of Idaho
professor emeritus Dr. A. Lee Parks which appeared in our summer 2010
newsletter.
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You will be the first to know when we resume!!
"Come with questions, leave with answers.”
In SHELTON:
In CHEHALIS:
In OLYMPIA:

Second Wednesday of the month from 1-3 PM
Second Thursday of the month from 1-3 PM
Third Thursday of the month from 1-3 PM
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STUDY GROUP
(360) 427-2226 x102
(360) 748-2524 x102
(360) 664-3162 x102
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2404 Heritage Court SW
Olympia, WA 98502

Family Caregiver SPECIALISTs
Mason County
2008 Olympic Hwy N /P.O. Box 2087, Shelton, WA 98584
360-427-2226 or toll free 1-877-227-4696
Todd Nelson, MSW - Ext 156
Bethe Eichler - Ext 259
Thurston County
2404 Heritage Ct SW, Olympia, WA 98502
360-664-3162 or toll free 1-888-545-0910
Laurie Lembke - Ext 106
Brittany Begley-Dennis, MSW - Ext 167

Lewis County
1651 S. Market Blvd., Chehalis, WA 98532
360-748-2524 or toll free 1-888-702-4464
Joan Vance, MSW - Ext 210
Kathy Howard - Ext 149

For an online copy of this newsletter please visit our website at www.LMTAAA.org

